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SUMMARY Linked data endpoints are online query gateways to se-
mantically annotated linked data sources. In order to query these data
sources, SPARQL query language is used as a standard. Although a linked
data endpoint (i.e. SPARQL endpoint) is a basic Web service, it provides
a platform for federated online querying and data linking methods. For
linked data consumers, SPARQL endpoint availability and discovery are
crucial for live querying and semantic information retrieval. Current stud-
ies show that availability of linked datasets is very low, while the locations
of linked data endpoints change frequently. There are linked data respsito-
ries that collect and list the available linked data endpoints or resources. It is
observed that around half of the endpoints listed in existing repositories are
not accessible (temporarily or permanently offline). These endpoint URLs
are shared through repository websites, such as Datahub.io, however, they
are weakly maintained and revised only by their publishers. In this study,
a novel metacrawling method is proposed for discovering and monitoring
linked data sources on the Web. We implemented the method in a proto-
type system, named SPARQL Endpoints Discovery (SpEnD). SpEnD starts
with a “search keyword” discovery process for finding relevant keywords
for the linked data domain and specifically SPARQL endpoints. Then, the
collected search keywords are utilized to find linked data sources via pop-
ular search engines (Google, Bing, Yahoo, Yandex). By using this method,
most of the currently listed SPARQL endpoints in existing endpoint repos-
itories, as well as a significant number of new SPARQL endpoints, have
been discovered. We analyze our findings in comparison to Datahub col-
lection in detail.
key words: linked data, semantic Web, SPARQL endpoint, endpoint dis-
covery, metasearch, knowledge graph

1. Introduction

Semantic Web standards and technologies [1] are being used
widely in today’s Web. “Linked data” is a term referring
to large structured data sources that conform to Semantic
Web standards, such as the Resource Description Frame-
work (RDF) data model. Linked data sources are the main
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Semantic Web data sources on the current Web and they are
used in many applications, from enhancing search results to
open knowledge extraction. As Semantic Web technologies
are getting more popular in use, linked data sources are con-
tinuously growing in number and size. Recent statistics [2]
list more than one thousand data sets and billions of triples
in the cloud.

The quality of a linked data source is highly dependent
on its availability and content. The availability and content
quality for linked data sources are being tracked by a num-
ber of projects [2], [3]. It is clear that linked data sources
are not always alive. Sometimes they do not respond due
to request overload, maintenance, or they may go offline
permanently. Therefore, it is critical to monitor, report and
provide verification about these data sources’ accessibility
continuously, if the future Web aims to utilize these data
sources online and in real-time. It is also critical to de-
liver information about the quality, correctness, integrity,
and conformance of these datasets [4]. Although there are
existing projects for monitoring, reporting and analysis of
these data sources, there is a lack of a methodology on dis-
covering new data sources. In order to fill this gap, we have
created an open source linked data crawling and monitoring
tool named SpEC v1.0∗∗. With the help of this tool, we have
crawled the Web via search engines in order to discover new
data sources.

The related work about linked data and crawling is
presented in Sect. 2. Our method of discovering unknown
SPARQL endpoints is presented in Sect. 3 and our SPARQL
Endpoints Discovery (SpEnD) system workflow we devel-
oped is described in Sect. 4, together with the SpEC soft-
ware. Then, SpEnD metadata collection is comparatively
analyzed with the other metadata collections in Sect. 5. Fi-
nally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper and indicates future work.

2. Related Work

Related work spans into two categories: (1) linked data
and (2) Web crawling, linked data source crawling and
metacrawling. In the former, the current status of linked
data studies are explained. In the latter, classical crawling
methods, linked data crawling and metacrawling methods
are described, in relation to the Semantic Web.

∗∗https://github.com/semihyumusak/SpEnD/releases/tag/v1.0

Copyright c© 2017 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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2.1 Linked Data

Linked data is a term for expressing structured Semantic
Web data, which is data on the Web that is linked to each
other using URIs and RDF. Bizer et al. [5] explain linked
data as a way to interconnect data sources on the Web, so
that this data becomes machine-readable, semantically an-
notated and linked to other data sources. The basic stan-
dard for linked data publishing [6] recommends that data is
named or identified using URIs, just like other Web content,
and linked to each other using the RDF model. Linked data
sources are either published as RDF documents or SPARQL
endpoints on the Web [5]. If a linked data source is pub-
lished on the Web by following the linked data publish-
ing principles†, it is called “Linked Open Data” (LOD).
A LOD source is qualified to be included in the “Link-
ing Open Data Project” (LOD Cloud) as long as it meets
certain criteria††. In the LOD Cloud, all data sources are
classified and defined by meta descriptions. In order to
provide these meta descriptions, VoID vocabulary is com-
monly used [7]. VoID vocabulary recommends specific
terms and patterns to describe linked data sources. For
instance, a SPARQL endpoint URL of a dataset can be
expressed by the void:sparqlEndpoint property in the
VoID vocabulary. Moreover, statistical data about datasets
can be expressed by using VoID properties such as the
number of triples (void:triples), the number of entities
(void:entities), the number of classes (void:classes),
and the number of properties (void:properties). In this
paper, we use these statistics to examine and compare the
linked data sources we collected in SpEnD.

2.2 Semantic Web Crawling and Metacrawling

With the announcement of the Semantic Web [8] in 2001,
the scope for Web crawlers had changed. In the Seman-
tic Web domain, classical Web crawling and indexing tech-
niques for HTML documents are incapable of collecting
knowledge-enhanced (meta) data. Thus, in order to cre-
ate proper crawling and indexing methodologies for se-
mantically annotated data, new retrieval techniques have
been proposed. BioCrawler [9] was created as an intelli-
gent crawler for evaluating semantic contents of Web pages
using the BioTope framework [10] as its engine. Multi-
Crawler [11] was developed as a pipelined crawler and in-
dexer for collecting semi-structured data from the classi-
cal Web and the Semantic Web. OntoCrawler [12] used
ontology-based website modeling for crawling and classi-
fying classical Web documents.

However, linked data source crawling also fell short of
retrieving adequate data in a limited time and resource [13].
Thus, more powerful Web crawlers are needed, which have
the capacity of continuously crawling a large portion of

†http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html
††http://lod-cloud.net

the visible Web. A way to achieve this without investing
huge amounts in computing infrastructures, is by harness-
ing the operation of classical existing search engines. This
approach could constitute an effective way to extend clas-
sical crawling methods by including search engines in the
crawling stage [14], creating a metacrawling scenario.

The term metacrawling on the classical Web is usually
discussed under the term “meta search engine” [15]–[17].
Retrieving and combining results from search engines in
the classical Web domain is not something new, and meta
search engines include SavvySearch [18], Helios [19], and
WebCrawler. However, on the Semantic Web domain, meta
search is not currently employed on any of the existing se-
mantic search engines [20]–[24].

3. Methodology

The following subsections describe the methodology fol-
lowed in this paper to develop SPARQL Endpoints Discov-
ery (SpEnD), a novel metacrawling method for discovering
and monitoring linked data sources on the Web, based on
the following two steps:

1. Discovery of SPARQL Endpoints.
2. Meta analysis of linked data sources discovered.

3.1 Discovery of SPARQL Endpoints

SPARQL endpoint discovery is a step by step approach
to crawl public search engines based on different search
queries. In the crawling stage, a unified novel metacrawling
methodology (applicable to any search engine) was applied
on major search engines. By using this methodology, the
limitations of the search API interfaces provided by existing
search engines can be overcome. Moreover, a new search
engine can be included in the system by simply inserting its
XML record in a configuration file we have designed for this
purpose. A sample record of this configuration file is listed
in Fig. 1. Its XML schema is designed to specify the com-
mon features and parameters to crawl any search engine.

Some search engines have further limitations to restrict
access for common Web crawlers such as Crawler4J††† and

Fig. 1 Search engine XML description

†††https://code.google.com/p/crawler4j/
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WebSphinx [25]. For example, Google search engine re-
turns an error response 403†††† for requests coming from
Crawler4J and WebSphinx. Frequent requests from crawlers
and unknown browsers are blocked by Google. However,
if the search request is made by simulating a Web browser
(e.g. Google Chrome, Mozilla, Internet Explorer) using the
HtmlUnit††††† browser library, all search engines return re-
liable end-user results. Hence, we developed a metacrawler
called SpEnD to crawl search engine results for specific
search queries. In SpEnD, search engine browser objects
are initialized by using the XML parameters, then a crawl-
ing thread is created for each search engine.

Figure 1 shows a sample XML record created for the
Yahoo search engine, which has a query box named ‘p’, sub-
mit button named ‘search-submit’, and next button named
‘Next’ for paging through results.

3.1.1 Creating Search Keywords for Metacrawling

In order to identify metacrawling keywords that can be
used to find SPARQL endpoints, we collected a set of
SPARQL endpoints’ HTML page sources (enspoints listed
in Datahub.io website) and analyzed them to find their com-
mon patterns. For this purpose, we created a words list for
each document by excluding the English stop words. Then,
a simple term endpoint frequency ( f ) was calculated for
each word included in SPARQL endpoint web pages. Based
on the calculated f scores, the extracted words were sorted
in descending order which gives us a list of most commonly
used words at the top of the list. The f scoring function is
described as follows:

f (t) = nt/N

where
nt: number of documents where the term exists
N: total number of documents
t: a word or a phrase

In addition to single words, we also calculated fre-
quency scores for key phrases mentioned in specific HTML
tags in the same HTML source documents. These HTML
tags are: label, a, span, title, meta, h1, h2,

h3, li, dt, p, option . We finally combined these re-
sults and gathered a list of metacrawling search keywords
and specific search directives. This step requires some trials
and tests by combining different words and phrases together
in a single search.

3.1.2 Metacrawling Linked Data Endpoints

In this step, URLs listed in search engine result pages are
extracted by parsing the HTML source code. These URLs
are then filtered by using Web data extraction methods such
as pre-defined regular expressions and filtering criteria [26].

††††http://www.w3.org/Protocols/HTTP/HTRESP.html
†††††http://htmlunit.sourceforge.net/

Algorithm 3.1: MetaSearch(EngineList[],QueryList[])

EngineList[] : S et o f search engines
QueryList[] : S et o f keyword queries
comment: Performs a meta-search for the queries

for each S earchEngine ∈ EngineList[]
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

p← GetXMLParams(S earchEngine)
for each query ∈ QueryList[]
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

currentPage← GetFirstPage(p, query, S earchEngine)
while currentPageIsNotEmpty
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

URLList ← ExtractURLsFromHT ML(currentPage)
URLList.removeURLsWithIrrelevantFileTypes()
URLList.removeURLsWithExcludedKeywords()
URLList.save()
currentPage← GetNextPage(currentPage)

Fig. 2 Basic SPARQL query example

In Algorithm 3.1, the metacrawling, extraction, and filter-
ing processes are defined. In this algorithm, a meta-search
task is performed for each search keyword at every search
engine. At the beginning, the search engine parameters are
initialized for the search engine object. Afterwards, a search
task is performed for each search keyword. The algorithm
visits all search result pages listed under the search task until
the end. Through this metacrawling process, all URLs hid-
den under the HTML source code are extracted, irrelevant
file types (e.g. pdf, gif, jpeg) and the excluded keywords are
filtered out.

3.1.3 URL Analysis

After the metacrawling step, every URL is checked for va-
lidity. This is a two-step process. First, the URL is checked
if it is tested and listed in Datahub repository. If the URL
is listed in Datahub repository as a SPARQL endpoint, the
URL is then automatically marked as a valid SPARQL end-
point. If it is not listed in Datahub, then it is tested for va-
lidity by sending the following simple and generic SPARQL
query to the URL endpoint; if the URL returns some results
to this query, then the URL is marked as a valid endpoint.

3.1.4 Domain Learning

Even though the method in Algorithm 3.1 is capable of lo-
cating linked data-related websites, the SPARQL endpoint
pages may not show up in the search result pages with the
common keywords like “sparql endpoint”. In order to make
a more complete search, we have created another step. After
the preliminary search trials by using search query texts cre-
ated for metacrawling (as explained above), a simple learn-
ing algorithm makes one more sophisticated search by using
the previous results. The PLD (Pay Level Domain) names
are extracted from previous URLs and then a new search
query is created by using the “site” keyword (e.g. “sparql
site:domain.com”). With this search extension, a more ef-
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fective search is performed at each domain by specifying a
search query for each domain separately.

3.2 Meta Analysis of Linked Data Sources Discovered

In order to create the meta analysis for a linked data source,
the VoID† vocabulary includes a set of properties to define a
linked data source in terms of statistics, numbers, names and
descriptions. As a background for this vocabulary, the VoID
vocabulary implementation project offers several SPARQL
queries to collect statistical information about an existing
data source.

By sending these queries to the SPARQL endpoints, the
total number of the properties are collected. The results for
these queries include information about the size and range
of the linked data sources listed in that repository. As the
final SPARQL endpoint URL collection refinement, these
statistical results are used to filter out the same URLs from
the SpEnD URL collection, i.e. endpoint URL’s having the
same number of triples and entities are considered the same
linked data source duplicated and one of them is removed
from the list.

4. Implementation

The SpEnD project contains a metacrawler and a linked data
resource repository. The system’s architecture is visualized
in Fig. 3. The SpEnD system has three major steps: (a)
metacrawling, (b) URL analyzer, and (c) domain learner.
Metacrawling Linked Data Endpoints step (Sect. 3.1.2) uti-
lizes HtmlUnit††, which is a Web browser emulator for
traversing over Bing, Yahoo, Google, and Yandex search
engines. In order to analyze the URLs retrieved at the pre-
vious step, Jena Framework††† is used in the URL Analyzer
step (Sect. 3.1.3), by sending SPARQL queries to candidate
endpoints. All URLs found in crawling are then processed
in the Domain Learner step (Sect. 3.1.4), by using Google
Guava libraries†††† for domain name analysis. All these

Fig. 3 SpEnD system diagram

†http://www.w3.org/TR/void/
††http://htmlunit.sourceforge.net/
†††https://jena.apache.org/
††††https://github.com/google/guava

three steps are discussed in detail below. SpEnD is built
as a multi-threaded Java application. Above explained steps
of the linked data discovery process are implemented as 3
parallel threads: (a) crawler, (b) endpoint extractor, and (c)
statistical analyzer. In Fig. 4, the information flow between
these threads is described as an activity diagram. A main
thread is controlling user interactions and worker threads.

Worker threads are described as follows.

• Crawler: Performs search engine metacrawling jobs
and feeds the endpoints extractor threads with the
newly found links.

• Endpoint Extractor: Analyzes the candidate links gen-
erated by the crawler threads by sending SPARQL
queries to every link.

• Statistical Analyzer: Analyzes the SPARQL endpoints
by using statistical SPARQL queries listed in VoID de-
scriptions. The queries are sent periodically as long as
the thread runs.

Inside SpEnD, we have developed the “SPARQL Endpoint
Crawler” (SpEC), in order to metacrawl search engines, ana-
lyze resulting URLs, and perform statistical analysis on the
SPARQL endpoints discovered. Figure 5 shows the main

Fig. 4 Threads activity diagram

Fig. 5 Crawler management screen
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screen of the SpEnD desktop application. The screen has
two tabs, (a) Crawler, and (b) Projects. In the Crawler sec-
tion, multi-threaded search engine crawling is performed by
using the search queries entered by the user. In the Projects
section, the statistical analysis on the discovered SPARQL
endpoints is performed. This software is designed to run
continuously, enabling an on-going crawling and analysis
of all SPARQL endpoints. Currently, the results are updated
daily, on the contrary by using classical Web crawling tech-
niques it would take weeks or months, unless vast invest-
ments on computing infrastructure were made.

5. Evaluation

We have evaluated SpEnD by running it on four major
search engines, namely Google, Yahoo, Bing, and Yan-
dex. The linked data sources discovered are analyzed in
terms of search engine results in Sect. 5.1. We then com-
pare our results with another popular linked data metadata
repository Datahub.io (Datahub) in terms of endpoint counts
and availability in Sect. 5.2, service features in Sect. 5.3, in-
teroperability features in Sect. 5.4, performance features in
Sect. 5.5. Finally, the contents and vocabularies of endpoints
are evaluated in Sect. 5.6.

5.1 Search Engine Results

Search engines were experimented by using 29 preliminary
search queries in the first stage defined in Sect. 3.1.2. Af-
terwards, for the domain learning step defined in Sect. 3.1.4,
totally 3341 domain specific search queries were sent. From
the collection of these query results, a total of 295K URLs
have been extracted. Out of these 295K URLs, 1,037 of
them were marked as SPARQL endpoints based on the
method described in Sect. 3.1.3. After the discovery pro-
cess, these endpoints are analyzed based on their availability
and meta information.

Out of these 1,037 endpoints, 211 of them are not avail-
able (not accessible but listed in the search engine results),
so they are eliminated. The remaining 826 endpoints are
then checked for duplications, whether the same dataset is
listed more than once at different URL endpoints. To this
end, the contents of the datasets are checked by evaluating
their VoID statistics, that is the number of triples, entities,
classes, and so on. If two endpoints return the same VoID
statistics, they are considered the same dataset but some-
how listed in seperate endpoints. And then, we eliminate all
duplicate datasets from the collection. With this evaluation
we eliminated a further 168 endpoints from the remaining
datasets and ended up with only 658 unique dataset end-
points. Table 1 shows the search phrases we used that return
the most results. For example, keywords “sparl query” re-
turn 207 unique SPARQL endpoints. We also utilize search
directives such as “allinurl” for searching keywords in the
URL of sites, or “allintitle” for searching in the title of sites.
The rest of the 3370 search phrases and the results are avail-

Table 1 Top 5 search phrases and the number of endpoints returned

Search Text # of Endpoints
sparql query 207
“sparql endpoint” 179
inurl:sparql 150
allintitle: sparql query 144
allinurl: sparql data 105

Table 2 The number of unique endpoints for each search engine (Exclu-
sive ones are found in that specific engine only)

Google Bing Yahoo Yandex Unique
Total

Exclusive 219 10 30 125
Total 454 168 223 358 658

Fig. 6 Search engine SPARQL endpoint discovery results and overlaps

able in the project Web site†. Table 2 shows the number of
SPARQL endpoint links discovered by each search engine,
which is also illustrated graphically in Fig. 6. Exclusive end-
point counts line in Table 2 shows the number of endpoints
found only in each specific search engine. For example,
219 unique endpoints have been found only in Google. Fig-
ure 6 shows the overlaps of the results in detail for the four
search engines. 107 endpoints have been found by all four
search engines. The results also show that Google returns
a significantly higher number of SPARQL endpoints (454
endpoints) than any other search engine. Although Google
dominates the result set, the other search engines also con-
tribute to enlarging the final SPARQL endpoint collection.
Hence, we propose for such initiatives not to rely only on
Google.

5.2 Datahub vs SpEnD in SPARQL Endpoint Counts and
Availability

Here we compare the results of SpEnD with the popular and
widely used Datahub repository results. The SPARQL end-
points listed in Datahub are collected by using the CKAN
API provided by the website. Those endpoint records are
compared both on their URLs and the corresponding PLDs.
Finally, a status monitoring was applied in June 2016 and
September 2016.

Table 3 compares the results retrieved from Datahub
and those discovered by SpEnD. We also checked their
availability, i.e. if the endpoint is responding or not. In order
to make this availability check, we performed a one month

†http://wis.etu.edu.tr/spend/
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Table 3 Comparison of SPARQL endpoints discovered

High Avail. Low Avail. Total
(>90%) (<90%) Offline Online

Datahub 210 63 254 273
SpEnD 537 121 211 658

Fig. 7 Endpoint availabilities between June 2016–September 2016

Fig. 8 Intersection set of (a) linked data SPARQL endpoint URLs, (b)
active linked data SPARQL set domains (PLD)

status monitoring task by sending simple SPARQL queries
to every endpoint regularly (scheduled to send a query ev-
ery 10 minutes). In this table, the endpoints responding to
more than 90% of the requests are counted as high available
and less are counted as low available. Besides, the endpoints
that did not respond to any of the queries are listed as offline.
From June 2016 to September 2016, we performed multi-
ple status monitoring tasks to record the average availability
percentages of the endpoints. The availability percentages
of these endpoints are illustrated in Fig. 7. Although, the
overall percentages of highly available endpoints are higher
in SpEnD dataset than Datahub dataset, there are several
endpoints going offline temporarily or permanently. Fig-
ure 8-a visualizes the number of exclusive and common end-
points found by SpEnD and Datahub along with their on-
line/offline status.

SpEnD dominates the results with 437 exclusive end-
points. There are some SPARQL endpoints not discovered
by SpEnD. This is mainly due to the current unavailability
of many of the endpoints in Datahub (obsolete records).

The green shaded areas in Fig. 8-a shows the active and
available endpoint numbers only, at the time we tested the
endpoints. In this inner set, 221 out of 273 endpoints listed
in Datahub collection are found also by SpEnD (80.9% pre-
cision).

Although the number of online URLs shown in Fig. 8-
a is mostly dominated by SpEnD data collection (437),
some of these URLs are not domain-significant, meaning
there are several SPARQL endpoints under the same domain
names. Therefore, we also analyzed the SPARQL endpoint
URLs based on their PLDs (Pay-Level-Domains). Figure 8-
b shows the number of unique PLDs, 119 out of 130 do-
mains listed in the other collections were discovered (91.5%

Table 4 Number of PLDs and URLs

#PLD #Endpoint
Online Offline Online Offline

SpEnD 265 86 658 211
Datahub 130 126 273 254

Fig. 9 Statistical comparative analysis S:SpEnD, D:Datahub

precision). There are 11 PLDs, which are not discovered at
all. After the discovery process, the search results for these
11 PLDs are manually reviewed. It has been observed that
these PLDs are restricted for search engine crawling tasks
and are not listed in any search engine.

In Table 4, the total number of online/offline PLDs and
endpoint URLs are listed. SpEnD project has the highest
number of PLDs (265) and the highest number of endpoint
URLs (658). Although the URL lists are not examined by
any quality assessment method (yet), these are available for
further research (listed in the project website). The 437 sig-
nificant endpoint URLs and 146 significant domains discov-
ered by SpEnD project are not qualified by using the quality
measures [27]–[29]; however it is still valuable because they
are not listed and included in any other collections.

5.2.1 Comparative Statistics

In this section, the statistical queries defined by the VoID
vocabulary (explained in Sect. 2.1) were applied to each of
the endpoints listed in the Datahub and SpEnD projects. By
using these statistical features, we are able to identify the
number of triples, entities, resources, classes, predicates,
subjects, and objects used in SPARQL endpoints. In Fig. 9,
the percentages of endpoints containing similar number of
features are grouped and illustrated as a stacked column di-
agram.

According to Fig. 9, SpEnD endpoint repository con-
tains similar percentages of all statistical results compared to
Datahub repository. For every property, percentage of end-
points containing more than 100K results is more than the
Datahub repository, which means SpEnD repository con-
tains more high volume endpoints in percentage than the
Datahub in terms of triples, resources, classes, subjects, and
objects.

5.3 Service Features

In order to analyze service features of an endpoint, a simple
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Table 5 Server names in HTTP get responses

Datahub SpEnD
PLD Endpoint PLD Endpoint

Apache 32 108 51 285
Virtuoso 39 71 63 119

nginx 18 16 31 58
Jetty 3 0 3 3

AllegroServe 0 0 2 2

Fig. 10 SPARQL compliance results for (a) SPARQL 1.0 (b) SPARQL
1.1

GET request is sent to all endpoints in our repository by
requesting data in RDF format. The server header of each
response is extracted.

Overall, 527 endpoints returned 200 OK response to
the lookups. The responses were classified in Table 5 in
terms of endpoint URLs and PLDs for Datahub and SpEnD.
In these results, most of the endpoints returning RDF data
use Apache, Virtuoso, and nginx servers.

5.4 Interoperability (SPARQL 1.0 and 1.1 Support)

For all endpoints listed in Datahub and SpEnD, a list of test
SPARQL queries for testing SPARQL 1.0†, and SPARQL
1.1†† were sent to every SPARQL endpoint. The test queries
were the same as the ones used in [30]. As it is illustrated
in Fig. 10-a and Fig. 10-b, a comparison of Datahub and
SpEnD in terms of the percentage of compliant endpoints
for every single feature, is performed. Whereas SpEnD
lists two times more endpoints which supports SPARQL 1.0
standards, the percentage of endpoints listed in each reposi-
tory are similar. Overall, SPARQL 1.1 support is lower than
SPARQL 1.0 support. Based on the percentages listed in
Fig. 10-b, both repositories show similar distributions.

†http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/DataAccess/tests/r2 (l.a.: 2016-
07-10)
††https://www.w3.org/2009/sparql/docs/tests/data-sparql11/

(l.a.: 2016-07-10)

Table 6 Result-size thresholds

# of Endpoints
# of Results Union Datahub SpEnD

500 5 1 5
1000 11 6 7
1500 1 1 1

10000 59 32 56
20000 3 1 3
50000 8 4 8

100000 39 20 38
TOTAL: 126 65 118

Fig. 11 Comparing different limit sizes

5.5 Performance

5.5.1 Result Streaming Performance

The result size thresholds for endpoints are examined by
sending a SELECT query by limiting the result size to more
than 100.000 records. 398 of the endpoints returned non-
empty results. 199 endpoints returned more than 100.000
results, which means there is no result size threshold. 126
of the endpoints returned a “round number” as explained in
[30]. Table 6 lists the number of endpoints with result-size
thresholds comparatively by listing SpEnD, Datahub, and
combined number of endpoints. In terms of the run-times
for the endpoints returning more than the 99% of the limits
specified, the execution times are illustrated in Fig. 11. Al-
though max, min, and median execution times are the same
for both SpEnD and Datahub endpoints, the average execu-
tion time for the SpEnD endpoints are lower than Datahub
endpoints.

5.5.2 Atomic Lookup and Join Performance

In this experiment, the atomic level run times for simple ASK
queries specified in [30]. The queries were prepared to re-
quest every combination of subject, predicate, and object
properties. For instance, if a subject (s) is queried, the ob-
ject and predicate conditions are written as <a> and <b>
(which does not exist in any repository). By way of this,
an endpoint needs to trace every single triple, or go through
the relevant indexes, and this represents the maximum run
time for such queries. In order to examine the caching ef-
fect on the query results, query submissions are performed
twice for each property by labeling the first query as cold
and the second query as warm. ASK queries were sent to all
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Fig. 12 Runtimes for ASK queries (%iles). S:SpEnD, D:Datahub

Fig. 13 Runtimes for JOIN queries (%iles). S:SpEnD, D:Datahub

endpoints listed in Datahub and SpEnD separately, and the
results are illustrated in Fig. 12. 373 endpoints from SpEnD
and 193 endpoints from Datahub are tested (all returning
false). Colored sections in each bar represent the rele-
vant percentages of endpoints returning results within the
given time period (sec). We can say that around 60% of end-
points return response under 1 second for almost all queries,
and the maximum response time is 16 seconds. Similar to
the ASK queries explained before, the join performances are
tested by sending join queries for subject-subject, subject-
object, and object-object joins as specified in [30]. The re-
sults are illustrated for Datahub and SpEnD in Fig. 13. 40%
to 50% of endpoints return response under 1 second for join
queries. There is no significant difference between datasets
in SpEnD and Datahub. so- and ss- type of join queries run
in shorter times than oo- queries. Apparently some datasets
are not indexed for the object side of triples efficiently.

5.6 Evaluation of SPARQL Endpoints

In this section, we present two types experimental analy-
sis to understand the content of the endpoints. First, a cat-
egorical analysis of the current endpoints is presented in
Sect. 5.6.1. Then a domain specific vocabulary analysis is

Fig. 14 Number of endpoints per category discovered by SpEnD

performed on the IoT use-case in Sect. 5.6.2.

5.6.1 Content Evaluation

LOD Cloud Diagram† presents the current state of the
Linked Open Data sources. In the diagram, all datasets
are colored into 8 different categories, which are manu-
ally tagged by publishers in Datahub. We have compared
the endpoints found in SpEnD against these tagged LOD
datasets.

There are 196 datasets in LOD Cloud with a valid
SPARQL endpoint, out of which 51 of them were offline
when we checked. We have discovered all but only 5
of them in SpEnD. Figure 14 presents the distribution of
endpoint categories for the endpoints found in SpEnD and
LOD. The results illustrated in Fig. 14 shows that whereas
the number of linked datasets categorized as Social Web is
more than 50% for the LOD Cloud, only a few of them
are served through SPARQL endpoints. On the contrary,
the endpoints categorized as Publications are mostly served
through SPARQL endpoints.

5.6.2 Vocabulary Evaluation

Semantic web vocabularies or ontologies are “used to clas-
sify the terms that can be used in a particular application,
characterize possible relationships, and define possible con-
straints on using those terms”†† [31]. There are some com-
monly used and domain specific vocabularies in the linked
data world such as Dublin Core, FOAF, SKOS, etc. Usage
of these vocabularies in a dataset indicates there is data in
those domains.

One of the emerging application domains where big
data is created is Internet of Things (IoT) and there are al-
ready many commonly used vocabularies for the IoT do-
main. Some of these vocabularies are examined in [32]. We
have extracted 37 IoT-related vocabularies from this work
and checked their existence and therefore usage in the linked

†LOD Cloud, http://linkeddatacatalog.dws.informatik.
uni-mannheim.de/state/
††Vocabularies, http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/

ontology
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Table 7 Number of ontologies identified in the IoT domain

Ontology Union SpEnD Datahub
SSN 7 7 3
DUL 4 4 1

SmartBuilding 2 2 1
Km4City 2 2 1

DogOnt 2 2 1
OpenIoT 1 1 1
Fiemser 1 1 1
Fanfpai 1 1 1

Saref 1 1 0
Total 21 21 10

Fig. 15 Number of SSN properties available in SpEnD and Datahub

datasets found in SpEnD and Datahub. We have found that 9
of the vocabularies are used and the number of linked dataset
using them are listed in Table 7. We have found that there
are 11 more datasets than Datahub using these vocabular-
ies. SSN (Semantic Sensor Networks) ontology or vocab-
ulary is the top most used ontology in linked datasets. We
have further checked the usage of SNN ontology in datasets
by comparing the commonly used SSN properties (such as
ssn:hasvalue, etc.).

Figure 15 shows the number of SSN properties used
(number of triples) in 7 dataset endpoints. We found that
datasets discovered by SpEnD only have more usage of the
properties than Datahub. For example, important properties
like ssn:sensor, ssn:observes, ssn:producedBy are not used
in Datahub at all.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Although linked data collections are mostly stored in cen-
tralized repositories, such as Datahub, it is clearly shown in
this paper that this approach is not effective and dynamic
enough for tracing and discovering new online SPARQL
endpoints and identifying the existing ones going offline
after sometime. Thus, in this study, we employed a
metacrawling approach harnessing search engines, which
are continuously queried and analyzed by our SpEC engine.
Our results show that the majority of linked data SPARQL
endpoints are available by Google search engine. Through
this methodology, our SPARQL endpoint collection is grow-
ing incrementally and it is available to researchers for fur-

ther analysis and research. At present, SPARQL endpoints
collection through the SpEnD project has a better cover-
age of the Linked Open Data cloud both in terms of URLs
and PLDs than any other project. The next steps in this re-
search involve a semantic analysis [33] and a semantic rank-
ing [34] of the collected SPARQL endpoints. This will help
to have a better understanding about the content in the un-
derlying linked data sources, and it will be possible to clas-
sify SPARQL endpoints according to their domain or con-
text [35], [36].
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